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PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Public transport is the backbone of cities, providing an essential 

service to keep cities moving, particularly in times of pandemics

like Covid 19. The key objective for public transport operators

therefore has to be maintaining a minimum service.

EFFECTS OF COVID-19 ON

PUBLIC TRANSPORT

The modes of public transport are facing severe losses

due to limited operability in the pandemic.

Within the cities, local transit operators like buses, metros

and auto rickshaws are getting less response from

commuters due to fear of COVID-19 transmission.

Instead of shared mobility, masses are preferring

personal vehicles.

Even the demand of transport is reduced as

consumers are expected to avoid visiting crowded

places like  shopping malls, restaurants.



IMPORTANCE OF SOCIAL
DISTANCING

Stay six feet away from other people

Frequently wash your hands for 20 seconds with soap and    water

No handshakes

No hugs

Social distancing is the primary strategy used to prevent the spread of the

virus that causes COVID-19. The goal of social distancing is to reduce the

spread of infection and break the chain to flatten the curve. The rules of

social distancing are as follows:

CHALLENGES OF SOCIAL
DISTANCING IN TRANSIT

Over Crowd

Minimal Space

Vehicle in motion

Multiple touch points

Without upfront knowledge of the capacity and occupancy of train or bus

services, ensuring a safe distance between passengers is an almost

impossible task. There are many touch points through which transmission of

corona virus can happen. The Challenges are:



Brief:

Design a system to Maintain and Monitor social

distancing of passengers in Public transport Buses &

Bus Stops.



SCENARIO IN BUSES

Being a cheaper mode of transport,  public buses get more response

from commuters. Due to less space in interior of buses its difficult to

maintain social distancing. Also it has multiple touch points like

handles, seats etc. which could lead to transmission of Corona Virus.



PROPOSED SOLUTION 
Our proposed solution works on the layout of seats arrangement in buses to

maintain social distancing within the space. Also it monitors the number of

passenger in the bus to avoid onboard crowd. 



The Bus system will consist of Entry as a front door and  Exit as a middle

door.

At the Entry/Exit door steps , there will be a sensor which will count the

number of person entering in the bus.( It is to make sure that, while

entering in the bus, social distancing is maintained.)

As sensor will count the number of people, it will automatically display  the

number of people in bus and vacancy available

Display Board

MONITORING SYSTEM

Display Board

Sensors at Entry

Sensors
 at Exit



We proposed sociofugal seating arrangement in which

a glass partition is placed in between the seats, so

that there will not be any direct contact among

passengers.

In any circumstances, if any passenger sneezes or

cough, in that case this glass partition act as a shield

to protect the other passenger from any harm.

SEATING ARRANGEMENT

Sensors at Foot-step

Back and forth  seating
arrangement



Detachable partitions for currently available seating

layout in bus, to maintain social distancing and also

these partitions are easy to remove, sanitize and reuse.



BRTS STOP REDESIGN 

We redesign the BRTS stop considering safety of the

passengers.

Glass wall and open steel railing is placed on both

side of the stop, so that passengers can have more

visibility of the ongoing buses.



Circular markings are done on the floor at the

entrance of the bus stop, to maintain 1 meter distance

between the passengers.

Thermal scanner is placed at the entry point of the Bus

stop. It will detect the body temperature of the

passenger, if found within the required limit, then only

the gate will open and passenger can enter inside.

If the body temperature of the passenger found to be

more, then the gate will not open and information will

be displayed on the screen, requesting the passenger

not to enter the bus stop for their and other's safety. 
Thermal Sacnner



Circular markings are also done on the floor inside the

bus stop, to maintain proper distance between the

passenger while entering and exiting the bus.

Glass partitions are placed on the chairs in order to

maintain social distancing between the passengers.

This will help passengers to avoid any sort of contact in

between them.


